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Exchange bias in bilayer magnetic systems is usually ascribed to the existence of transient magnetic struc-
tures at the interfaces between adjacent layers on top of each other. Here, we report the observation of a similar
phenomenon in the lateral direction, indicated by an asymmetry in the magnetization reversal of a ferromag-
netic film covered with a square grid of an antiferromagnetic layer. We show the antiferromagnet not only
changes the properties of the ferromagnet regions immediately underneath it, but despite the large pattern
period, also drastically affects the remagnetization behavior in the adjacent uncovered parts of the ferromagnet.
Specifically, we demonstrate pattern-controlled nucleation of domain walls and an overall asymmetry in the
reversal behavior of the uncovered ferromagnet when the polarity of the in-plane field is reversed. A canted
orientation of the intrinsic anisotropy of the ferromagnet with respect to an induced exchange anisotropy and
the presence of artificial topologically stable domain walls are discussed as likely origins of the effects.
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Artificial nanostructures consisting of two or more mate-
rials with drastically different magnetic characteristics are
the subject of extensive studies in last few decades. The rea-
son for this is the wealth of new magnetic phenomena found
and the variety of promising technological applications, in-
cluding magnetic memory or field sensors using the giant
magnetoresistance effect.1–10 Recent progress in magnetism
widely exploits the idea of artificially imposed boundary
conditions to provide materials with unusual magnetic struc-
tures and properties. For example the proximity of ferromag-
netic �FM� and antiferromagnetic �AFM� layers of a certain
thickness gives rise to shifted hysteresis loops.9–13 One might
also think one could break up the continuous exchange-
induced correlation between spins in adjacent grains or is-
lands by the nanoscopic patterning of magnetic films. In this
latter case, the magnetostatic interaction predominates the
exchange interaction.

The physical origin of the exchange-bias phenomena is
the effective fastening of the surface ferromagnetic spins to
the adjacent antiferromagnetic material; this fastening is usu-
ally hard to switch with a low magnetic field.10 Close prox-
imity between the spins is necessary for such a mechanism,
so the induced influence is typically normal to the layers. As
a result, a transient helicoidal spin structure, known as a
“partial” �incomplete� heterophase domain wall, or “ex-
change spring,” is formed. This exchange spring separates
the free ferromagnetic spins on one side which are following
the external field and the spins on the other side which are
pinned to the AF or hard FM layer.14–22 For many years this
“spring” was considered to be one-dimensional following the
pioneering work of Mauri14 and the magnetization of the
whole FM layer was treated as homogeneous due to an as-
sumed soft magnetic character �e.g., low coercivity and an-
isotropy�, as is found when isolated.

Meanwhile, numerous experimental studies of exchange-
bias bilayers have shown the importance of the FM domain
structure.23–36 Moreover, it has been revealed that the el-
ementary events of magnetization reversal possess an unex-

pected asymmetry with respect to the applied field sign.37–49

It has also been shown by direct experimental studies that the
magnetization in the soft FM layer can reverse via the for-
mation of an exchange spring, consisting of subdomains with
opposite spin twisting �chirality�.50–55 Thus the FM layer
should not be considered as a passive entity; external in-
plane torques from the exchange spring running normal to
the layers competes with the in-plane magnetic interactions
intrinsic to the FM. Such competition is expected to be es-
pecially important in artificially patterned objects developed
for up-to-date technological applications.

In the present paper we examine this latter situation by
visualizing the kinetics of the magnetization reversal in an
artificially constructed sample consisting of a soft ferromag-
netic film with a rectangular mesh of antiferromagnetic
stripes grown on top of it. We show that despite the relatively
large pattern period �100 �m� the antiferromagnet not only
changes the properties of the FM regions immediately under-
neath it, but the AF also affects the magnetization reversal in
the adjacent uncovered parts of the ferromagnet. As shown
bellow, pattern-controlled nucleation of domain walls and an
overall asymmetry in the reversal behavior of the FM when
the polarity of the in-plane field is reversed are two of the
most pronounced examples of the lateral influence of the thin
AF stripes on the properties of the adjacent FM.

The material under study is based on a 30 nm thick fer-
romagnetic Ni77Fe14Mo5Cu4 film deposited by magnetron
sputtering onto a Si�100� wafer having a 250 nm thermal
oxide on top. The initial wafers were cleaved into pieces,
cleaned ultrasonically in a glassware cleaning solution,
rinsed in distilled water, blown dry with inert gas, and in-
stalled in the deposition chamber. After bakeout, the deposi-
tion chamber had a base pressure of 7�10−8 Pa; 90% of the
residual is H2. The films were deposited at room temperature
by dc-magnetron sputtering in a static pressure of 0.3 Pa Ar
at a typical rate of �1 nm /min. After deposition of the FM
a saturating magnetic field was applied in the plane of the
film, and an additional rectangular mesh of antiferromagnetic
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FeMn was deposited on top. The direction of the magnetic
field, marking the axis of the induced exchange anisotropy,
coincided with a horizontal side of the pattern in all the fol-
lowing images. In addition, the field used during our magne-
tization reversal experiments was also applied along the
same axis. The spatial period of the AF mesh is 100 �m, the
width of the stripes is 10 �m, and the AF thickness is 10
nm.

The room-temperature macroscopic properties of a result-
ing patterned structure are described by the hysteresis loop
measured in a vibrating sample magnetometer shown in Fig.
1. The loop is obviously asymmetric, confirming the forma-
tion of an exchange bias in our system. The left half of the
loop, where the external magnetic field is applied along the
exchange-bias field, shows only weak change in magnetiza-
tion. As will be shown later, domain imaging results show
that the narrow central part of the loop corresponds to the
reversal of bare regions of the FM. For fields in the opposite
direction, the pronounced exchange—shifted wide loop at
higher fields reflects the magnetization switching of the
exchange-biased ferromagnet covered with the AF layer.
Note that the central “soft” part of the overall loop is appar-
ently shifted to the right. As from just the magnetization data
it is difficult to separate quantitatively the contributions from
the covered and bare parts of the ferromagnet, additional
spatially resolved measurements are required to determine
this correlation. Accordingly, it will be shown that the central
soft region is due to the uncovered FM, which has surpris-
ingly experienced some exchange-bias shifting.

Visualization of successive stages of the magnetization
reversal was provided using the magneto-optic indicator film
�MOIF� technique. The images have been obtained in a po-
larized light microscope working in the reflection mode. The
sample was covered with a probe magneto-optic garnet film
sensitive to the perpendicular component of the sample mag-
netization due to the double Faraday effect. The details on
MOIF imaging can be found in Refs. 56–59 and references
therein.

A typical MOIF picture of the patterned ferromagnetic/
antiferromagnetic sample in the absence of an external mag-
netic field �H=0� is shown in Fig. 2. The vertical and hori-

zontal stripes correspond to the bilayer regions, i.e., where
the FM is covered by the antiferromagnetic FeMn. Hereafter
we shall call such bilayer areas the “covered ferromagnet”
�CF�. The squares between the stripes are the single layer
areas of “bare ferromagnet” �BF�. Since the majority of the
square area of the BF is so far away from the AF, its mag-
netization is only expected to be affected by the adjacent CF
regions via an exchange interaction inside the FM. The right
side of Fig. 2�a� also shows the outside part of the FM film
not covered with the AF mesh; this part of the sample will be
called the “free ferromagnet” and is used as a reference point
for comparing the observed magnetization processes.

As usual in MOIF imaging, dark and bright responses of
the indicator film show sources of out-of-plane stray fields of
opposite sign, while “zero” gray intensity means a homoge-
neous in-plane magnetization �Fig. 2�b��. To reconstruct the
orientation of magnetization in all parts of the patterned
sample, it is necessary to keep in mind that the density of
induced magnetic charges is proportional to the relative
value of the magnetization component at the boundary be-
tween two regions. The strength of the emanated stray field
is controlled by the magnetization value of the adjacent fer-
romagnet, and the typical penetration depth is �3 �m. The
outward edge of the sample �zigzag line in the upper part of
Fig. 2�a�� is a convenient reference. Note in Fig. 2�a� there is

FIG. 1. Macroscopic hysteresis loop of a patterned NiFeMoCu/
FeMn bilayer. The curve is obtained at room temperature using a
vibrating sample magnetometer. The magnetic field is oriented
along the axis of exchange anisotropy induced by the antiferromag-
net pattern and the fabrication field.

FIG. 2. �a� Typical MOIF image of the patterned FM/AF struc-
ture at �oH=0. Bright and dark intensities represent the locations,
respectively, of positive and negative stray field sources. The mag-
netization in both the free part of the ferromagnetic film �right side
of the image� and the uncovered parts of the square pattern is ap-
proximately vertical; it is an origin of stray field at the horizontal
stripes and at the top sample edge. The magnetization direction in
those parts of the ferromagnet covered with antiferromagnetic
stripes is nearly horizontal �left direction� due to an exchange bias;
it creates magneto-optic contrast at the vertical boundaries. �b� map
of the magnetization directions in the sample.
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practically no MOIF response at the intersections of vertical
FM/AF stripes with horizontal parts of the sample edge
�point 1 in Fig. 2�a��. However, weak dark and bright re-
sponses appear in those places where the edge is, respec-
tively, canted to the left or to the right �points 2 and 3�. Such
a picture proves the horizontal orientation of the magnetiza-
tion in the covered FM/AF stripes. This is the same axis
along which the saturating field was applied during deposi-
tion of the AF. Obviously, the covered ferromagnet is mag-
netized along the exchange-bias axis formed during the
sample preparation �to the left�. By comparison, note the
MOIF signal is strong and homogeneous along the intersec-
tion of the sample edge with parts of the bare and free fer-
romagnet �Fig. 2�a��. So we can conclude a big vertical com-
ponent of the magnetization in these regions. This deduction
is confirmed by analysis of the MOIF signal at the bound-
aries between the covered ferromagnet and the bare one. We
see strong stray fields at all these covered/bare boundaries
with close values of the MOIF contrast at the vertical and
horizontal square sides. Because the covered ferromagnet is
magnetized horizontally, this picture is interpreted as indicat-
ing a nearly perpendicular orientation of the magnetization in
the bare ferromagnet �Fig. 2�b��. Indeed, the horizontal mag-
netization in the covered ferromagnet �caused by exchange
anisotropy� induces magnetic charges along the vertical
square boundaries, while the MOIF signal at the horizontal
boundaries is caused by nearly vertical magnetization in the
bare ferromagnet. As seen from the MOIF contrast at the
sample edge, the absolute value of magnetization in the bare
and the free ferromagnet is similar. Therefore it seems rea-
sonable to ascribe the vertical orientation of the magnetiza-
tion in these parts to a “natural” weak anisotropy of the fer-
romagnetic film.

We have obtained and studied successive images of the
magnetic structure as an in-plane magnetic field was applied
along the direction of the induced exchange bias �that is,
horizontally to the left in the plane of the subsequent fig-
ures�. Practically no MOIF contrast is observed inside the
whole sample when a high field is applied �image not
shown�. In this situation the magnetization vectors in all
three parts �bare, covered and free ferromagnet� lie close to
the field direction, so there are no magnetization discontinui-
ties and no sources of stray field for imaging. When the field
value is decreased, the MOIF signal at the edges of the AF
stripes appears and intensifies according to a gradual rotation
of the magnetization vector in the bare and free parts from
the direction of the field to the “natural” anisotropy axis of
the FM layer. This stage corresponds to the initial part of the
large whole magnetization increase with decreasing field ob-
served on the left side of the hysteresis loop �Fig. 1�. At zero
field, the magnetization vectors in the covered and bare fer-
romagnet form the close-to-90° configuration shown in Fig.
2. It is also remarkable that both the bare and free ferromag-
netic areas are magnetized homogeneously, so the remnant
state of both parts is the same. Furthermore, up to now the
MOIF images only showed a rotation of the magnetization in
the bare and free ferromagnet, with no domain walls appear-
ing.

When we start to apply and increase the field in the op-
posite direction, the nucleation and spreading of domains is

observed first in a lateral part of the sample not covered with
the antiferromagnetic pattern �i.e., the free ferromagnet in
Fig. 3�a��. However, we can easily see that there are still no
domains in the squares inside the pattern �i.e., in the bare
ferromagnet�. This is direct evidence that the pattern creates
some effect not only on the ferromagnetic film immediately

FIG. 3. Evolution of the MOIF image during magnetization re-
versal. �a� �oH=1.26 mT, nucleation of wedge domains in the free
ferromagnet; �b� �oH=1.32 mT, nucleation of domains in the bare
ferromagnet; �c� �oH=1.38 mT, lateral spreading of domains in
the bare ferromagnet; �d� �oH=6 mT, antiparallel orientation be-
tween the covered and bare ferromagnet. The black arrows indicate
the deduced magnetization directions in those regions.
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below the antiferromagnetic layer, but also on retarding the
nucleation of domains inside the pattern. Only after the area
outside the pattern is completely remagnetized, do domains
start to appear in the inner bare area �Fig. 3�b��. Two features
should be noted at this stage. First, there is a clear correlation
of the nucleation sites with the AF stripes. Even for the film
with such a large 100 �m period macroscopic pattern, the
kinetics of the magnetization reversal of the ferromagnetic
film is influenced by the antiferromagnetic mesh. The likely
reason for this phenomenon is the presence of artificial im-
mobile 90° domain boundaries at the edge of the AF stripes
working as nucleation sites for 180° domain walls inside the
bare parts. Second, the domain walls in the bare ferromagnet
are not vertical but inclined a little bit with respect to the
vertical axis. Normally FM domain walls tend to lie parallel
to the anisotropy axis in order to avoid additional magnetic
charges caused by head-to-head spin configurations. We can
therefore conclude that the anisotropy axis of the free part of
the ferromagnetic film is oriented at the small angle to the
vertical direction.

Motion of the domain walls in the bare ferromagnet can
be easily traced by abrupt changes in the stray field sign in
those places where the domain wall intersects with a hori-
zontal edge of the sample or antiferromagnetic stripe �Figs.
3�b� and 3�c��. There is no change in the stray field sign at
vertical edges of the pattern because the MOIF signal at the
vertical edges is created by the horizontal magnetization of
the covered ferromagnet, where the reversal process has not
started yet; the field is still too weak to induce any significant
rotation of the magnetization in the covered parts which are
pinned by a strong exchange anisotropy.

When all domain rearrangements in the bare and free fer-
romagnet have completed, further increase in the field results
in a decrease in the MOIF signal at the horizontal edges.
However, the stray field at the vertical edges remains and
even becomes stronger �Fig. 3�d��. Such magneto-optic con-
trast is expected when there is antiparallel orientation of the
spins in the bare and covered regions. Indeed, the hysteresis
loop in Fig. 1 shows the picture in Fig. 3�d� corresponds to
the situation where the magnetization in the soft bare ferro-
magnet is saturated in the direction of the field �that is, to the
right�, while the spins in the covered part have not yet
changed from their opposite exchange-bias direction. It can
also be seen that the width of the areas where the sample
stray field is localized is now larger, seeming almost to con-
tinue through the horizontal AF stripes. These effects are
probably coupled to the nucleation of an inhomogeneous
180°-exchange spring in the covered ferromagnet under the
action of the magnetic field which is currently antiparallel to
the direction of exchange bias. At higher positive field the
MOIF contrast becomes weaker, and at the end of the half
cycle it is nearly homogeneous �not shown�. At that point the
whole pattern is now magnetized along the field �to the
right�.

Backward switching to the left is shown in Fig. 4 as the
positive field is reduced. It starts from the magnetization ro-
tation in the covered parts, which creates an increase in the
stray field at the horizontal edges of the pattern. It can be
seen at Fig. 4�a� that this rotation is inhomogeneous, and that
the single domain spring in the covered ferromagnet breaks

into small domains, especially pronounced in the horizontal
stripes. This domain-assisted breaking of the uniformity of
magnetization in the covered parts occurs in the narrow field
interval of a few mT; further decrease in H results in the
antiparallel configuration in the covered and bare regions, as
shown in Fig. 4�b�. At this point the exchange-biased spins in

FIG. 4. Evolution of the MOIF image during the backward
branch of the magnetization reversal. �a� �oH=7.69 mT, unfolding
of the exchange spring in the covered ferromagnet �note the inho-
mogeneities and microdomains�; �b� �oH=0.06 mT, diffuse do-
main walls at the vertical bare/covered ferromagnet boundaries; �c�
�oH=0, the backward branch remnant state—antiparallel domains
in the bare ferromagnet; �d� �oH=−0.96 mT, domain processes in
the free ferromagnet. The black arrows indicate the deduced mag-
netization directions in those regions.
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the covered ferromagnet are strongly enough coupled to the
spins in the bare ferromagnet to pull them back from their
previous orientations as H is decreased further. Note the
stray field areas near the pattern edges are extremely wide
and displaced inside the bare ferromagnet squares. Further-
more these transient regions develop into usual ferromag-
netic domains �Fig. 4�c�� with subsequent reduction in H.
Also, the antiferromagnetic pattern facilitates the nucleation
of domains in the bare regions. As a result, the remnant state
of the bare ferromagnet in the decreasing positive field
branch of the hysteresis loop is different: it contains some
domains magnetized up and some magnetized down. Recall
that domain nucleation in the covered parts was suppressed
during the decreasing-negative magnetization branch of the
hysteresis loop �Fig. 3�a��. For comparison, note there are
also no domains in the free ferromagnet �Fig. 4�c�� as in the
previous remnant state �Fig. 2�a��. Domains appear later in
the free parts when a field of opposite �i.e., negative� sign is
applied to the sample; by that time, domains in the bare
ferromagnet have already disappeared �Fig. 4�d��.

With H directed to the left, further increase in its magni-
tude results in simple rotation of the magnetization vector in
the bare and free ferromagnet regions and contains no new
features different from the previous approach to saturation
for positive �right directed� fields.

The pictures shown above of the magnetization sequences
during a field cycle show an obvious asymmetry between the
forward and backward branches even in the bare ferromagnet
squares not directly covered by the antiferromagnet, but sur-
rounded by adjacent FM/AF stripes along the perimeter.
First, nucleation of new domains, their spreading and coagu-
lation take place at different field values for the forward and
backward branches. Specifically, remnant states correspond-
ing to H=0 are found to be different: no domains in the bare
ferromagnet are seen in the former case while they are al-
ready present in the latter one. This is direct evidence of the
influence of the covered regions in the lateral direction even
though the covered regions might be as much as 50 �m
away from the uncovered region being affected. The likely
origin of such in-plane asymmetry is shown in Fig. 5. Due to
the fact that the anisotropy axis of the ferromagnet is not
strictly vertical, the two states of the bare ferromagnet con-
tain small horizontal components of opposite sign. They in-
teract with the surrounding spins of the covered parts mag-
netostatically: the density of induced magnetic charges in the
“head-to-head” configuration is higher than in the “head-to-
tail” one. Quantitatively, the density of magnetic charges at
the vertical edges is 2�Ms�1−sin �� for the left configura-
tion and 2�Ms�1+sin �� for the right one, where � is the
deviation angle of the FM anisotropy axis from the vertical
direction, and Ms is the spontaneous magnetization. This dif-
ference in energy is equivalent to an effective bias field; an
estimation from �H=4�Ms sin � �where � is magnetic per-
meability� with ��50 000, Ms�8000 G, and �=12° gives
H�0.04 mT �0.4 Oe�. Contrary to the “usual” out-of-plane
bias caused by short distance exchange forces, the in-plane
interaction can affect relatively distant areas �e.g., the
100 �m2 in our experiments�. A complementary factor is the
presence of artificial 90° domain walls at the interfaces be-
tween the covered and bare ferromagnet: the nucleation and

spreading behavior of the 180° walls inside the bare ferro-
magnet is obviously different in the forward and backward
hysteresis branches.

Nucleation and growth of new domains in both the free
and bare ferromagnet is a result of the interplay between the
negative Zeeman energy of the applied field favoring the
magnetization reversal, and the positive surface energy of the
domain walls which prevents reversal. However, due to the
proximity of adjacent covered regions the value of the exter-
nal applied fields necessary to induce the characteristic
changes in the domain patterns for the two types of ferro-
magnet are different �see Figs. 3 and 4�. Magnetic poles at
the natural or artificial edges favor nucleation of the domain
walls similar to that favored by minimization of the Zeeman
energy. A higher density of poles �Fig. 5�b�� means more
magnetostatic energy savings result by forming a domain
wall. As a result, nucleation in the bare areas surrounded by
the antiferromagnet starts at a higher or smaller field com-
pared to that required for the free areas, depending on the
sign of the applied field. This difference results in an effec-
tive lateral bias effect induced by the covered ferromagnet.
Obviously, this contribution is too weak to change the whole
mechanism of magnetization reversal in the sample, but it is
finite and it can be determined experimentally by means of
magneto-optic imaging.

Apart from the quantitative influence of the AF pattern on
the magnetization reversal in the bare ferromagnet, as re-
vealed by the in-plane bias shift, one can also observe an-
other effect: the kinetics of the domain structure variation in
the bare ferromagnet is also qualitatively different for the
two hysteresis loop branches. This latter difference is shown
in detail in Fig. 6. For the forward branch, the process starts
from the nucleation and spreading of narrow wedge-shaped
domains in the middle of the bare ferromagnet squares �Fig.
6�a��. The resulting 180° walls travel in the lateral direction
�Fig. 6�b�� and disappear at the edges of the covered stripes
where the perpendicular orientation of the magnetization is
supported by a strong out-of-plane exchange bias from the
AF �Fig. 6�c��. This sequence of domain processes is fol-

FIG. 5. Two principal configurations of the magnetization for
�oH=0. �a� The correlation between the magnetization directions in
the covered and bare ferromagnet decreases the density of effective
magnetic charges at the boundary; �b� the anticorrelation of the
horizontal component of the magnetization in the bare and covered
ferromagnet induces additional magnetic charges. The difference in
magnetostatic energy between the two states causes the creation of
a finite effective magnetic field in the lateral direction.
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lowed by overall rotation of the magnetization in the bare
ferromagnet at higher fields. Contrary to this sequence, mag-
netization reversal in the backward branch is initiated at the

edges of the covered ferromagnet stripes �Fig. 6�d�� where
stationary 90° domain walls �not wedges� are generated by
artificial boundary conditions. These walls annihilate in the
middle of the bare ferromagnet squares �Fig. 6�e�� and finally
the residual wedges exit from the sample at its top edge �Fig.
6�f��. By contrast, for a normal ferromagnet, domains nucle-
ate at the same locations and grow in the same directions for
both the forward and reverse branches of its hysteresis loop.
These observations confirm that the role of the AF pattern is
not simply a consequence of magnetostatic energy consider-
ations, like that shown in Fig. 5 Instead, in the backward
branch the AF acts as an artificial nucleation center for the
antiparallel domain walls in the bare ferromagnet. This sub-
ject will be examined in detail in a future publication.

In conclusion, we have visualized successive stages of the
magnetization reversal in a composite system consisting of a
soft ferromagnetic film with a square mesh of an antiferro-
magnet on top of it. Though the magnetization reversals of
the covered and bare parts of the sample proceed separately,
we have demonstrated definitively the influence of such arti-
ficially created boundary conditions on the domain structure
dynamics in the ferromagnetic film. First, the remnant state
of the ferromagnetic layer becomes qualitatively different for
the forward and backward branches of the hysteresis loop if
the FM is surrounded along the perimeter by the exchange-
biased material. Further, the antiferromagnetic mesh be-
comes a preferable site for domain nucleation. The patterned
structure facilitates nucleation of the oppositely directed do-
mains for one direction of the field, and retards their appear-
ance for the opposite direction of H. The likely reason for the
observed asymmetry is the magnetostatic interaction be-
tween the covered and bare ferromagnet when there is a
canted orientation of their anisotropy axis to that of the AF
mesh. Finally, nucleation of new domains in a bare ferro-
magnet occurs at different sites for the forward and back-
ward magnetization reversals.
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